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Abstract: This paper

presents a study of the inverse
problem of electrocardiology based on measuring the Laplacian of the surface potential distribution. An eccentric spheres model of the heart-torso system is used and
electrical activity is simulated, by placing radial dipoles
within the inner sphere, on the six main surfaces of the
epicardium. The results show that measurements of
the outer surface Laplacians can generally reconstruct
the inner surface potential distributions more accurately
than measurements of the outer surface potentials, even
when the Laplacians contain more noise. The one notable
exception is when the electrical activity is on the anterior
surface of the inner sphere.

lution to the standard forward problem of elecrocardiology. The outer sphere must be meshed with elements having quadratic basis functions to allow calculation of the second derivatives of the potential on the elements. The surface
Laplacians can then be calculated at the centre nodes of each
element on ttre surface mesh. It has been shown that surface
I-aplacians calculated in this fashion are accurate to about 17o
when compared with analytically calculated surface Laplacians [4]. In this case, the outer sphere was meshed with nine
node quadrilateral elements and the inner sphere was meshed
with four node quadrilateral elements with linear basis functions.

In the fashion described above, forward transfer matrices for both the potential and Laplacian distributions were

calculated. For a valid comparison of the two sets of mea-

INTRODUCTION
The inverse problem of electrocardiography is the determination of the heart surface potential distribution from measurements on the body surface. Traditionally, measurements
of the body surface potential distribution are used in the inversion process [1].
Recently, a technique has been proposed which is able
to provide a new set of measurements, the Laplacian of the
surface potentials [2]. The Laplacian is estimated as the potential difference between a central electrode and an annular
ring encompassing this central electrode.
It has been shown, in a concentric spheres model of
the heart-torso system, that surface Laplacian measurements
more accurately reconstruct the original inner surface potential disribution than the traditional potential measurements,
even in the presence of greater measurement noise [3] . The
current paper extends this work with an eccentric spheres
model of the heart torso system. It is again observed that
generally inner surface potential distributions are more accurately recovered from the outer sphere Laplacian measurements.

TIM SURFACE LAPLACIAN
To define the surface Laplacian of the potential field, u,
consider a local orthogonal coordinate system, (ry,r72,n),
with origin at some point P on the surface. If the n axis is
normal to the surface at P and the directionS [1 and q2 are
mutually orthogonal and tangential to the surface then the
surface Laplacian at P is given by
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Laplacian forward transfer matrices are calculated as a
postprocessing operation to a boundary element method so-

surements, transfer matrices of equal size were created. The
matrices relate the potential on the inner surface to the potential and its Laplacian at the centre node of each element on
the outer surface. Hence ttre nansfer matrices were of size
p x q (p > q) where g is the number of nodes on the inner
surface and p is the number of elements on the outer surface.

TIIE INVERSION PROCESS
The forward transfer matrices obtained so far relate the
inner surface potential to both the outer surface potential and
its Laplacian. Mathematically, these relationships can be represented by

Ah-b and Bh-I

(2)

where b and I are vectors of outer surface potentials and
Laplacians, respectively, and A and B are forward transfer
matrices for the potentials and Laplacians, respectively. The
common factor between these two equations is the vector of
inner surface potentials, h, which, in principle, can be determined by a knowledge of either the body surface potential
distribution or its Laplacian.
The usual method of recovering ttre vector h, given the
potential vector b, is to use a form of Tikhonov regularisation
[5]. This same methodology can be used to solve for h, given
the Laplacian vector l. In this case, the functional

N"(h)
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(3)

is to be minimised, giving the solution

h, : (B'B + sI)-rB',

(4)

where I is an appropriately sized identity matrix and s(> 0)
is a regularisation parameter which weights the norm of the
inner surface potentials against the norm of the residuals of
the outer surface Laplacians.
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tained for these five regions of elecnical activity, but the values are closer together.
In the actual inverse maps produced by these inversion
processes (not shown here) the Laplacian maps are generally
able to more accurately predict the sites of the extrema in
the disributions as well as the actual magnitudes of the exEema, than the potential maps. This agrees with findings of
the concentric spheres case.

ECCENTRIC SPHERES SIMULATIONS
The eccentric spheres model was chosen to represent the
heart-torso system as it is more realistic than the concentric
spheres model previously considered t3l. In the simulations
to follow, the radius of the outer sphere was set to 1.0 and the

radius of the inner sphere to 0.4 with the centre of the inner
sphere offset a distance of 0.4 from the centre of the outer
sphere (all distances being dimensionless).

Potential distributions on the inner sphere were induced

by three radial dipoles placed within the sphere with actual
values calculated from analytical expressions [6]. These potentials were calculated at 98 points on the inner surface and
projected onto potential and surface Laplacian distributions
at2l6 nodes on the outer surface by multiplying by the appropriate forward transfer matrices, A or B. (That is, both
transfer matrices were of size 216 x 98.)
The dipoles within the inner sphere were adjusted to simulate electrical activity on the six surfaces of the heart: left
lateral, right lateral, superior, inferior, anterior and posterior.
Resulting outer surface potential and Laplacian distributions
were calculated from these distributions. Further, to the outer
surface distributions,2Vo and 20Vo measurement noise was
added and these disributions were used to compare the in-

DISCUSSION

The results indicate that, in general, inner surface potential distributions can be more accurately reconstructed
from measurements of ttre outer surface Laplacian distribution than from the outer surface potential distribution. One
notable exception is the case where the elecrical activity is
on the anterior surface of the inner sphere, that. is, the activity
is very close to the outer sphere. It might have been expected
that this situation would present the most accurate resuls. A
possible explanation for this exception is that the surface Laplacian distribution exhibits extrema with large magnitudes
and there is not enough sampling of the distribution in the
places of rapid change in the surface Laplacian. Despite
ttris situation giving poorer results for the Laplacian measurements, the actual positions predicted for the extrema on the
inner surface are exactly the same as those predicted by the
potential measurements, the only difference being the magnitudes of the potentials.

CONCLUSION

it is possible to accurately solve
problem
the inverse
of electrocardiography, in a eccenric
model
human thorax, from measurements of
of
the
spheres
the outer surface Laplacian distribution.
It has
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